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Becoming an apprentice of Jesus and living like him should be the choice of every believer. This decision 
moves them to the Disciple stage. Disciples are those who, seriously intending to become like Jesus from the 
inside out, systematically and progressively rearrange their affairs to that end, under the guidance of the Word 
and the Spirit. Dallas Willard. A Disciple forms a plan to become like Jesus, using the disciplines for the 
spiritual life. We observe these disciplines in Jesus and his followers through the ages. They include such 
practices as solitude, silence, fasting, study, worship, fellowship, prayer, etc. There are more. (What disciplines 
did you start as you became a disciple? Why them? How did you learn them? How did they help? Share with 
your friend) 
 
Reason for disciplines 
We’re laced with sin in all aspects of our being: mind (our thoughts, ideas, feelings, images), body, heart, 
social relations and our soul. God made us new in Christ, but sin still remains. How to root out and evict them? 
Spiritual disciplines. They make space for God to work in our lives, training us to get into shape spiritually. 
Through the disciplines we can capture and defeat indwelling sin. (Use analogies like getting physically fit or 
learning to drive to show the value of a regimen of disciplines. They enable us to live a new way. Illustrate how 
disciplines helped you grow spiritually and defeat sin). 
 
Wisdom, not Law 
Disciplines are ways, not laws. We don’t get merits from God if we do them, or demerits when we don’t. They 
are wise means to take control of our life. Some are basic, like Get Alone ones of solitude and silence, and 
Get Together ones of worship and study. Others we choose and customize to fit us as we fight sin and grow in 
grace. (How would you train for a sprint? A marathon? A triathlon? Each takes different skills. Discuss how 
disciplined training relates to the spiritual life)  
 
We may practice disciplines differently than what others do – not to worry. (If your thought life is saturated with 
lust, porn, vanity, a critical spirit, etc, memorizing the Word will help. Do you give your heart away too easily? 
The discipline of worship would train you to set the Lord always before me” Ps 16.8. If eating or spending etc is 
out of control, you may require fasting – denying yourself of what you want. An arrogant spirit? Then humbly 
serve the poor. Acquiescing to peer pressure? Use significant times of silence and solitude to bond with God. 
Discuss with the young disciple how spiritual disciplines can help break the hold of sin. Help them get the 
basics, then pick and choose.) 
 
Jesus’ disciplines and Paul’s 
Jesus fasted (Mt 4.1-2). Prayed (Lk 6.12). Memorized Scripture (Mt 4.4,7,10; 27.46). Had the habit of worship 
(Lk 4.16). He served (Mk 1.32-34; Jn 13.4-5) Withdrew in solitude (Lk 5.16; Jn 6.15). He “gathered together” 
with believers (Lk 22.14-15). Practiced charity (Jn 13.29). (read the vvs and discuss. Help your friend to start 
doing the same) Paul disciplined his body (1 Cor 9.27). He prayed and fasted (Acts 13.3). Withdrew in solitude 
for three years (Gal 1.17). Discovered his spiritual gift and practiced it (Acts 20.9, 18-35). (read the vvs and 
discuss. Help your friend to start doing the same) 
 
Getting started 
This is a quick primer on spiritual disciplines. Once a disciple knows their value, they’ll want to start. It takes 21 
days to begin a habit, 66 days to lock it in. (Help the disciple see the value of spiritual disciplines. Get them 
started. Practice with them. Be patient. Go slow. Cheer on their progress). The best habit? Memorize the 
Word, with meditation and application. (Memorize, Jesus did. Together. Let’s) 
	
 


